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HAUNTED SPRINGS AND WATER DEMONS 
IX PALESTINE 

'I.'. CANAAN 
(JERUSALEM) 

PALESTINIAN demonology, which is only a part of the general 
oriental demonology, is a very well worked. out science. I do not 

intend in this paper to make a study of it in detail; I shall only try 
to give one phase of it: "Haunted Springs and ,vater Demons." 
I include under this study running springs (en, pl. 'ifcn) as well as 
living wells. The Arabic word bir, which means the latter, stands 
also at the same time for cisterns. 

It is an old and wide spread belief in all Semitic countries, ~hat 
springs, cisterns and all running waters are inhabited. \Ve rarely 
find a holy shrine which is not directly attached to a tree, cave, spring 
or well (for the explanation of this vicle infra). This idea has spread 
also to non-Semitic races. 

One asks: How has it come that this belief is so well founded in 
mythology and superstition? I shall try to answer this question. 

The cv"inn-demons-live in the first place in the interior of the 
earth, whence they come out.1 The Hebrew ob, the Syriac zctkki1.ra 
and the Arabic pre-Islamic 'ahlid'art2 illustrate this.a Up to the 
present day we meet with names for the demons which point to their 
origin: 

al-arna}:i el-arc,liye = earth spirits 
al-aruab es-sufltye=lower spirits (subterranean spirits) 
al-aruah ed-djdliannamiye = hellish spirits. 

1 T. Canaan, Aberglaube itnd Volksmedezin im Lande dei· Bibel (Hamburg, 1914). 
2 W. R. Smith, Lectures on the Religion of the Semites. 
3 Of. Luke 8 29, 
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They come from the lower world and therefore we meet them 
generally in places which have a direct connexion with the lower 
regions: trees whose roots go down into the interior of the earth; 
cracks, caves, springs and wells which have a direct or indirect 
connexion with the above named original abode of the demons. 1 

Springs which appear suddenly in the dry country and continue to 
pour out their running waters for the benefit of human beings and 
of vegetation, were and are still in their origin and in their continuous 
flow a mystery to the oriental mind. This was the first reason for 
assigning to them some supernatural power-a numen which was finally 
depotentized, becoming a spirit or a demon; and finally the above 
mentioned explanation was worked out. 

But there is another explanation or rather another phase of the 
above mentioned explanation. We know that the planets, in whose 
hands human fortune and misfortune lie, were divided by all Semitic 
races of antiquity, and are still by the Palestinian, into good and bad 
planets. To each on.e of these heavenly bodies, be it good or bad, 
language, science, metal, colour, trees, herbs, fruits, and animals, 
elements, are assigned. 2 According to the planet to which they belong 
these objects are good or bad. 

The two bad planets are Mars and Saturn, but the latter is the 
most ill-omened one. Now we read in ghayatn'l-balcim O that springs, 
wells, caves, underground canals, and lonely valleys, 4 are assigned to 
this ill-omened planet. It is to be noted that every thing mentioned 
in this list has a direct connection with demons, talismans, or sorcery. 

This explains why wells and springs are thought to be always 
haunted and this belief is not at all a new one, characteristic only 
of the Palestinian. It formed a foundation stone of ancient superstition 
and mythology. Even in the Old and New Testament we have 
teferences to this belief; the demons are even characterized as loving 

I In one of the prayers in the Greek Prayer-Book (adjiazma{ari Jerusalem, 1884, 
pp . 180-185) eighteen places where demons live are ennumerated; in fourteen of 
them the above conditions are fulfilled. · 

2 For further details about this point see Canaan, Aberglaitbe, 
3 El-madjri{i. 
• Other things belonging to Saturn are: the Coptic and the Hebrew languages, 

the spleen, black mountains, deserts, graves , the magnet, all black stones, black 
iron, the awl, and the raven. 
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water and searching for it. 1 Very interesting is the teaching in the 
Prayer Book of the Greek Church, 2 where all sort of waters 3~springs, 
wells, cisterns, pits, seas, rivers, pools-are thought to be inhabited. 4 

While most of the springs 5 are known by all the surrounding 
villages to be inhabited, there are others where only few persons have 
encountered at different times the guarding spirit. The most important 
conditions for a water course to be inhabited are the following two. 
Each one alone suffices to attract the djinn: 

1. Sources originating in a more or less deserted place, or in a 
thicket of trees. 

2. That the rays of the sun do not penetrate to the real source. 
This condition is fulfilled when a small cave, large crack, or an old 
canal forms the entrance to the spring. 6 

The above mentioned conditions,-loneliness, desertedness, darkness, 
cracks, caves, canals, trees, combined with a spring, assure the habi
tation of that place. For every object with such a situation is there 
by a favourite abiding place of the spirits, since it has on the one 
hand a direct communication with the interior of the earth, and on 
the other hand belongs to the planet Saturn. 

A spring in the neighbourhood of a ruin, grave or weli is also 
inhabited and gen~rally by the soul of the weli or of those who died 
in that ruin. 

Special attention must be paid to two sorts of springs-periodical 
and hot springs. The abnormality in both-hot water in the one and 
the periodical flow of the other-has keyed the oriental imagination 

I Cf. Luke 8 2n , 33. 

2 Adjiazmiitari el-kebir, pp. 180-182 and 195. 
a It is very interesting to note that, with few exceptions, all the objects named 

in the list of this book as being inhabited conespond with the list of GMyatu 'l 
[tak'im above mentioned. 

4 In the prayer of St. Gabrianus (Arab. text) we find the sea as the only re
presentative of inhabited waters. 

~ From some names used in the Bible for springs we may conclude that the 
inhabitants of Palestine had then the same belief: 'En-dor, "spring of dwelling," 
1 Sam. 28 7; Ba'al-pera~im, "Owner of the outflow" 2 Sam. 5 20; Ba al hamon, 
"Owner of the torrent," Can. 8 11 (L. B. Paton, Annual .of Am. School of Oriental 
Research in Jerusalem, 1920). 

6 Even common cisterns which are built under a house, and where the only 
opening to the water is inside of a room, so that .the rays of the sun never reach 
the water, are used for various medical and magic purposes. 
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to its highest pitch and has resulted in a beautiful, superstitious ex
planation. 

Periodical springs especially perplexed many minds: Why does the 
water of 'en-fawar, 1 for example, flow now? ·why did it not flow a few 
hours ago? At last they found an explanation which corresponded 
exactly to their demonology and was absolutely in accord with the 
religious belief of their ancestors. They now think that' en-fa war is in
habited by two spirits, a ~zurr "free man" (master) and an 'abd, 
"servant." The :first is a white person, the second a negro (also slave
born) as the Arabic words themselves indicate. These two "power
ful spirits" are continually fighting each other. ·when the ~1urr 

gains the victory he allows the water to flow for the benefit of 
thirsty mankind. But soon the 'abd rises and resumes the battle. As 
soon as he overpowers the burr he shuts off the blessing to avenge 
himself on the human race. 2 

This representation of 
good against evil, 
white against black, 
angels against devils, 
light against darkness, 
upper against lower world and 
God against Satan 3 

is a very old idea in Semitic religions ancl we could not have it better 
pictured than as reproduced by the simple imagination of a Palestinian 
fellab. 

It is not necessary to have two anthropoid spirits inhabiting a spring. 
The importance lies in the colours white and black. Thus we :find 
a black and a white sheep inhabiting 'en ed-djoz. 4 

Naturally a question arises: Are all periodical springs inhabited by 
good and bad spirits which cause their abnormal flow? I must answer 
this question in the negative. Other explanations are easily found. 
'en silwfin, also called 'en imm ed-daradj, for example, was formerly 

I The continuation of 'en-fara. 
2 Canaan, Aberglaube. 
3 There are many references in the Bible which point to this representation. 

I will mention only a few: Job. 18 1s ; Zech. 3 1; Rom. 16 20; Ps. 140 1; Prov. 8 13; 
Is. 7 15; J erem. 38 4; Eph. 6 12. 

, Near Ramallah. 
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guarded by a bad spirit appearing in the form of a camel. He used 
to drink a lot of water from time to time, thus stopping the flow for 
a short period. In the case of 'en sfibfma,1 which is inhabited by a 
whole djinn family known by the name 'elet za'rurah the water clries 
up at those times when all the members of the family come to drink; 
therefore they say: wirdat-ha '&let m' rfirah. 2 

The hot springs were always a great puzzle to the oriental mincl. 
Accordingly the Palestinian asks himself how it is that the water of 
the springs near Tiberias comes directly from the earth in a boiling 
state? Here again he solved the question. There are a great number 
of demons who continually heat the water before it penetrates to the 
surface. The fuel is brought from a great distance. In the case of 
the springs of Tiberias it comes from a cave in the valley Ed-djai a 
near Der di wan. 4 King Solomon ordered these djinn to perform this 
piece of work in order to give the inhabitants of Palestine a natural 
hot bath. And as these demons are blind and deaf5 they do not yet 
know that their master, King Solomon, has died, and dreading his 
punishment they still continue to work. A similar belief exists about the 
Turkish baths. The inhabiting djinn-and every bath is inhabitecl
help to heat the water, snkkanuh byilpnfth. 6 

Special mention of 'ii1n el-~a~r' should be made. The peasant 
unterstands by this expression springs where at no time of the day 
or of the year do the sun's rays reach the source. The water is used 
to cure suppression and retention of urine. In order that such water 
shall preserve its curative action the sun must never shine over it; 
so it is fetched only after sunset. If the place to which this healing 
water is to be carried cannot be reached during one night, the jar 
is hidden during the day in a dark place, and as soon as the sun 

1 Der ghassane. 
2 "The family of zdrurah (medlar tree) came to it (the water)." 
a The valley is inhabited by a much dreaded marid. The inhabitants of Der 

diwan pretend that although a large number of cattle gather every evening iu 
the cave and spend the night there, the cave is swept clean by those djinn every 
morning and all the dung disappears. 

4 According to the peasants of Battir the djinn of Tiberias come every night 
to 'en djami' to carry away the dung. 

~ One of the many illustrations which show how the Palestinian attributes to 
the djinn human qualities, weaknesses, and diseases. 

6 Translation: Its inhabitants (the demons) heat it (the bath). 
1 Translation: Springs of suppression (of urine). 
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goes down the journey begins anew. A curious fact about 'iun eH1ct$r, 
which was told me by a man of Bet-Surik, is that springs with a 
composite name, where the first part is bet, can not be-although they 
fulfill all the above named conditions-' ifrn Zw:~r. It was impossible 
for me to get any explanation for this belief. 

Some springs belonging to this group are: Bir es-sal.1ar (to the north 
of Der tarif), 'en abu niaq, (Der ghassaneh), 'en el-wihra (Kefr tfit) 
and 'en ~oba. 1 

If we turn to study the number, shapes, customs, colour and 
actions of the djinn who haunt these places, we may divide them at 
once into two major groups: 

1. Springs guarded by good spirits, the souls of holy men buried 
in the neighbourhood, or other saints. 2 There are fifteen such cases 
in my list. 

2. Evil demons. 

1. This belief. is conimon among Christians and Mohammedans. 
Some wells and springs inhabited by Christians saints are: Bir · Cma 3 

(Bet-djala) by the Virgin Mary, .' en karim also by the Virgin; 'en 
Kibrian 4 by St. Gabrianus (St. Cyprianus). 

Springs and wells in which Mohammedan saints dwell are: 
'en qina by el-welI Abu'l'enen, 
'en el-bireh by shekh Al,1mad, 
Bir es-sal,1ar by el-weli Shu' eb, 
Bir Ayflb by en-nebi Ayflb, 
Bir sindjil by esh-shekh $ale]). s (or, as others think, by en-nabi Yfisif). 

These men of God 6 appear in the same form as they did in their 
lifetime and they try al ways to help human creatures. A girl of 
Siloah having been maltreated by her step-mother fled and threw 
herself into Bir Ayflb. Before she took her last step she asked the 

I Some of these are more important and more used than others. The most 
important one of the list is 'en ~oba. 

2 The same idea prevailed in biblical times : E'er Elim, "well of gods" Is. 15 s 
Elim, "gods," Ex. 15 27; Nu. 33 9-10; 'en Shemesh, "spring of the sun," Jos. lri 7. 

3 It is curious that some believe they have seen an 'etbcl. 
4 Between Bet-djala and el-Kha<;lr. 
5 Some .Mohammedans believe that in the neighbourhood of Sindjil, Joseph was 

thrown by his brethren into a pit (perhaps into this well). 'Omar Barghuti. 
6 Only in one case out of one hundred and twenty does an angel haunt a spring 

('en ma~ifan, according to '.fiab of Ramallah). 
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help and the protection of this saint, and she felt as she was falling 
down that that venerable shelch took her in his arms, 1 and, placing 
her on a stone step, just above the water level, told her: "Do not be 
afraid, my child; soon you will be again in your father's house." A 
few hours later her anxious father, discovering that she was still living, 
threw down a rope and drew her up. 2 

Some of these springs show a special miracle on the day consecrated 
to the holy person who guards them. Thus the water of Bir 'ona 
rises to the brim on the Virgin's day 3 and the stones at the well's 
mouth are dyed red. 4 This sort of animation of lifeless objects is 
met with in different phases of Palestinian folk-lore . 

Such springs should never be approached irreverently. Therefore 
no pious woman would ever come near or touch such a spring while 
"impure" through her menstrual blood. If she is careless, the holy 
man who dwells in that water will affiict her with some bodily ailments, 
or by stopping the flow of the source punish all that village. In the 
midst of the vineyards of Betfmia is the source of Khirbet nu.ta which 
is guarded by the soul of esh-shekh $alel.1. From time to time the 
water gets scanty and may even stop flowing. This is always thought 
to result when an 'unclean woman approaches the opening. Once the 
water stopped :flowing and as the inhabitants of Betft.nia searched in 
vain for the impure woman, a sheep was offered to shekh l;lalel:i and 
the source was well cleared out, and the water flowed again, even 
more abundantly than before.5 

Among all the holy persons whose spirits dwell in springs there 
are only two females in my list: St. Mary (in two cases) and es-sitt 
Mu'minah s ( en el-1.iadjar in Der ghassaneh). 

1 Christians haYe the same belief. The son of el-Q.andalaft fell accidentally 
into a cistern and was saved by a holy man. The same thing happened in Dar 
e<).-<).aw to another chilrl. The shelchs or holy men are described nearly always as 
wearing white clothes (Imm. Ilias). 

2 The second day after the accident I was called to see the girl, who was not 
feeling quite well, and I heard the story from her mouth. 

a On the eighth of September (J ul. Calender). 
4 Most probably a . vestige of menstruation, as will be pointed out later on. 
s See Canaan, op. cit., p. 37. 
6 It is curious that in both of these cases bad spirits appear sometimes in 

the same springs. In Bir '<'ma, generally haunted by the Virgin Mary, some have 
seen an 'abcl; and in 'en el-1;iadjar (Der ghassaneh) guarded by Sitt l\iu'minab-a 
mc1ricl appears at times. 
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2. Sources guarded by evil cljinn. Under this class we have the 
very bad demons as well as the partly harmful ones. They take 
different forms when they appear. Some have the shapes of animals
sheep, cock, hen, chicken, dog, camel, gazelle, donkey, goat, mouse, 
monkey or serpent. 1 Others look like negroes and negresses, and 
still others have the dreadful shapes of the monstrous ghitl, ghfile and 
marid. This last group is the most harmful, and special care has to 
be taken when one encounters el-ghftl, who is continually looking for 
his prey . 

. Spirits appearing in the form of animals are not necessarly bad 
demons: they may even be indifferent to human beings, or even good
natured. When spirits in animal shapes are described as white they 
belong to the latter, when black to the former category. An exception 
is the camel, which always represents a bad demon. Even in the 
explanations of dreams given by the fella)dn at present camels are 
always a bad omen.2 

.An intermediate place between the two above-mentioned classes is 
taken by those springs which are inhabited by women,a generally in 
the form of brides. 4 These spirits are ·almost always described as 
having a majestic stature and a charming form; wearing beautiful 
cloths and costly aclomments. Very often they sit on a stone beside 
the :flowing water ancl comb their beautiful long hair, which hangs 
partly over their shoulders and partly over their breast. These females 
have a particular inclination to human beings, following and imploring 
them to come ancl live with them. They promise men all sorts of 
riches and comforts and are very harsh towards women. If once 
entangled a person may disappear for several years, as the case 

t In the Bible we have several springs which were guarded, as their names 
show, by animals: 'en-'eglaim, "Spring of two calves," Ez. 47 10; 'en-gedi, 
"Spring of the kid," JOS. 15 62; 'en-ha~~ore, "Spring of the quail ( or partridge)," 
Ju. 1519; 'en-hattannin, "Spring of the dragon," Ne. 21s. (Anmial of the American 
School of Oriental Research in Jerusalem, 1920.-L. B. Paton.) 

2 The old Arabs hacl the same belief about the vamel. See "Ta'f1,r el anarn 
. fi tci'bir el-manam" by 'Abd el-ghani en-nablasi I 121 etc. 

a Even in the Bible we have reference to a well haunted by a woman in 
Jos. 19 s, Ba'alatb'er, "Mistress of the well." 

4 Arabic 'arus, pl. 'arayis. The . clothes of these "brides" are like those used 
by brides of the neighbouring villages, except that they are richer in decoration 
and of a superior quality. 
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of the bride who inhabits · en el-liammftm 1 shows, where a man 
disappeared for seven years. ·when he came back he related his story. 
The djinniyat 2 employ sometimes different tricks to entangle men. 
In the case of 'en ed-cljoz 3 the passer by observes at times a black 
she-goat. If he tries to catch her, she jumps from one place to 
another, thus leading him on and on to a deserted spot, where she 
changes into a bride who tries to charm and thus to gain him:' 

One may recognize these cljinn ladies 5 from their eyes. The pupils 
are perpendicularly elongated. 0 A human being may escape their 
clutches if in the moment of temptation he repeats the name of God, 
a saint, the Virgin, the Cross, or says a prayer. If, on the other hand, 
he commits adultery with such a female djinn, he is lost. 

These spirits, although not so bad as the 'ctbcl and the ghul group, 
may follow an escaped man and inflict upon him disease and weakness, 
even death. 1 Some of them are described as drying up from time to 
time the water of springs. Such an event happens inevitably if they 
should be provoked by women approaching the place during their impure 
days. In Djifna the priest has to go on such an occasion to the dry 
spring to repeat prayers and burn incense, and thus reconcile the 
djinniye or force her to let the water flow. 

1 Bir zet. 
2 Fem. Plur. of djinn. 
3 According of 'fiab of Rtimallah. But see above, p. 87. 
4 Demons are thought in Palestine to have the ability of changing their shapes. 
5 According to the wife of Ya'q11b abu er-_rukab (Ramallah). 
6 The same characteristic is assigned to the ghftle. 
1 The following story is an example: Ya'qub abu er-rukab went one day very 

early in the morning to gather wood from the gardens of 'en el-qa~r. He fastened 
his donkey to a bush near the spring. As soon as he had sufficient wood for 
a load, he searched, but absolutely in vain, for his animal. At last he crossed 
himself and said: bism e~-~alib el-[iayy, "in the n_ame of the living Cross." At 
once the donkey was there where he bad tied him. On the way back he felt an 
unseen power troubling him. Soon afterwards a female voice called him by his 
name: "Oh Ya'q11b, wait a moment." He stopped and a beautiful bride, over
loaded with gold and jewels, walked up to him. The frightened [ia[[ab (wood
cutter) knew that he had to do with a female demon. She implored him with 
her melodious voice to throw away his axe and follow her. But as he had not 
yet lost his presence of _mind, he crossed himself repeatedly and said a 11rayer, 
and she vanished away. ·when he reached home, he spoke disconnectedly and was 
completely _changed, since he talked only about the beauties of the "hride of 'en 
el-qa~r." She afflicted her escaped prey with blindness, and soon afterwards he 
died (related by his own wife). 

11 
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In one case, Bir abu s'hel, the inhabiting female, called 'Ammariye 1 

tells the future of the inhabitants of that village. If she is heard 
weeping or mourning, somebody in that village will surely die; if on 
the other hand she is heard singing, some good thing will take place.2 

It is a most interesting fact that among one hundred and twenty 
springs which I have listed, fifty-four are supposed to be inhabited 
by females (belonging to this group). 3 Among these springs are: 'en 
el-qa:;;r, 'en el-loze, ' en tarfida, 'en mindjid, 'en mizrftb, 'en el-waladje, 
'en el-hanniye, 'en battir, etc. These spirits are-as already stated
very charming. The following story shows that they are at times 
refractory in love. Why and when such a condition happens I could 
not find out. While I:lusen from el- W aladje was on night duty 
protecting the gardens of 'en l;antash against thieves, he beheld a 
beautiful and charming female sitting on a stone at the source of 
the spring, combing her long hair. He fell in love with her and 
gently approaching her, begged her to accept him as a lover. As 
she showed no inclination towards him, . despite all his reqests, he 
committed suicide by cutting his throat, as he could live no longer 
without this enticing creature. · 

In analysing the shapes which the inhabiting spirits take when they 
appear to human beings we find that in 40 cases out of 88 (i. e. about 
half) female forms are chosen. If the instances of holy men whose 
spirits still haunt springs and all the cases where the sex is not 
specified are subtracted, we find that 80 per certt of the spirits are 
in female form. 

When the colour of the demon is specified, we meet only with the 
two antagonistic colours, white and black. The first one stands for 
good and the other for evil spirits. 

If we study the question from the point of view of the number of 
spirits which inhabit one water course, we find that most of the springs 
and wells are inhabited by a single demon. But there are some, in 
my collection 25 out of 120, where several live together. This last 
category we may divide into two subdivisions: 

1 <Ummar (pl. of 'ammar which is the masc. of 'ammariye) is the name given 
generally to djinn who live in ruins or deserted houses. 

2 'Omar Barghuti. 
3 The three cases, where the holy Virgin (twice) and es-sitt l\Iu'minah (once) 

haunt springs, are not counted among the number mentioned above. Out of the 
54 we have only two black women. 
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I. Springs inhabited by two spirits, which represent-with one 
exception 1-a bacl black and another good white one. I have six such 
cases. 

2. Springs haunted by many djinn. Generally they are members 
of one family and in four out of thirteen cases belonging to this 
subdivision the djinn have taken the shape of a hen with her chickens.2 
It ,is believed by some that if a human being has the exceptional 
chance of catching one of these chickens, it will change at once 
into a lump of gold.3 ' 

These spirits, to whatever category they belong, appear-as all the 
demons-only during the night and in the dusk. They also are only 
to be seen when a lonely traveller passes by, as they never like to 
face several human beings at once. Many of them try to injure the 
passer-by by frightening him with their noise, shape or misbehaviour. 
If they attack him, he gets sick or may even die. 

If a human being has the opportunity of meeting one of them, he 
observes that the opening of the spring, guarded by this spirit, has 
changed to a large doorlike crack, ancl sometimes a peep inside 
will reveal great riches. A woman passing near the spring of l.fall)ul 
just before the sun began to be visible, saw grazing beside the water 
a sheep which to her 'great astonishment hadrushed out from a rather 
large crack. She looked through this opening and beheld to he1; 
amazement heaps of gold, silver and precious stones. Without hesi
tation she rushed in to get as much as possible of these wordly riches. 
But with one jump the sheep darted in, and the crack closed. She 
had to tear her clothing, which was caught in the crack, to get 
free. 4 

These spirits go out during the night and act quite free by; but they 
never go far from the spring. Some of them look for grass and herbs 
(sheep, camel, gazelle, donkey, etc). The hen takes her chickens and 
goes in search of grain. Brides and young females are mostly described 
as combing their hair. Shekhs welis and saints are in meditation, 

1 In one case of a female and male spirit living together, 'en el-farkha wid-dik, 
(near Salt) inhabed by a cock and a hen (Imm. Elias H .) 

2 Other sources belonging to this subdivision are inhabited by camels; a flock 
of sheep, djan (pl. of djinn), the family za'rura etc. 

• 'Omar Barghuti. 
3 Imm. Djordj M. 

11 * 
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while 'abds, marids and ghuls roam around the source searching for 
their prey.1 

Very interesting is the · story I hearecl lately from a woman of 
Siloam.2 The spring of Jericho is inhabited by a woman who once a 
year for 10-'-12 hours has her menstrual period. At this time the 
water is tined red. But this redness occurs only during the night of 
that day. At daybreak the normal colour returns. This is the only 
case I have known, where popular superstition gives female spirits the 
human capacity for menstruation. A vestige of this belief is perhaps 
to be found in the superstition regarding Bir 'Cma, inhabited by St. 
Mary. 

The following belief about I:Iammam esh-shifa is a very primitive 
conception of the animation of water. 3 The Mohammedan women of 
Jerusalem go on the tenth of Mol)arram 4 and take a bath, as it is 
believed that the waters of Zemzem overflow on this day and mix 
with the waters of this bath, 5 also called l;Iammftro 'ashftra. G According 
to some even 'en imm ed-daradj (Silowan) receives on this day some 
water from Zemzem. 7 

A Mohammedan lady s whom I asked lately about ];Iammfun 'ashftra 
gave me another explanation, quite different from that which I have 
already mentioned. The prophet Job, who ·was afflicted with the 
worst kinds of skin eruptions, took a bath every day, but without any 

I In some springs, 'en Djariut for example, the passer-by will see a whole 
demon wedding procession, and is able to hear their songs and see their dances. 

2 Imm. Dahud the wife of 'Abd. 
3 Cf. also Bir •ona and the signs on the Virgin's day. 
• The · anniversary of the death of ];[usen the son of Fatme, the daughter of 

the Prophet. 
~ As a proof of the . truth of their superstition the following stor); is told: 

An Indian pilgrim lost his water-cup in Bir Zemzem. One year afterwards he 
happened to be in .Jerusalem, and while on the day of• Ashfll"ah he was taking 
a hot Turkish bath in ];[ammam esh-shifa, the bath-keeper, drawing water from 
the well, fished out a cup. This was recognized at once by the Indian pilgrim 
to be his own cup, which fell down into Zemzem while he was at Mekka. This 
proved to everybody that the water of the holy Zemzem mixes on this day with 
the waters of this well. 

6 From 'asliara, "ten," i. e. the tenth of the month. 
7 Sonie Mohammedans believe that on this day the water of this holy well 

at Mekka mixes with all springs of Mohammedan countries, thus giving every 
Moslem the opportunity of drinking from Zemzem. 

s ];[ustun R. 
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result. It happened that on the tenth of Mol).arram he took a bath 
in I;Iammfim esh-shifft with the result that he was cured. This of course 
proved to all that this water has on this day particular curative 
action. This offers a marked parallel to John 5 2. 1 

Another observation is not without interest: 'en Silwan .was for
merly inhabited--according to some peasants-by a demon in the 
shape of a camel. This camel died. In its place now lines a hen 
with her chickens, i. e. the place of one demon was taken by several, 
very much as in Matth. 12 45. 2 Everybody I asked informed me that 
no camel has ever appeared to anybody during recent years in that 
spring. The bubbling sound of the water is explained as being the sound 
of the chickens.3 Death of demons is also known in other cases. 

Nobody dares to approach a spring and take water without first 
repeating the name of God or that of the saint living in that .place. 4 

This rule is sp_ecially important during night-time or when one passes 
quite alone near water which flows in a deserted place. If such a 
precaution is not taken, one is sure to be troubled by the demons. 
If the guardian spirits are excited in any way the intruder will be 
surely punished. "\Ve have seen already some examples of this con
ception. Another one is that if a person · urinates in flowing water 
he will get some genito-urinary trouble. 

I do not doubt that several of the springs and wells which are thought 
at present to be inhabited were believed in former times to be sacred, 
and were devoted to the cult of one of the numerous gods of Palestine. 
And it is not improbable that some of the old deities continue to 
haunt the same springs, although ages have passed by. Of course the 
name, the character, and the manner of appearance have changed, 
hut the fundamental thought still exists. This is only one of the many 
survivals which point to the primitive religious practises of Palestine 
and still more ot less known at present. 

This explains why many waters are used at present, as they were 
in Bible times, for medicinal purposes: the 'iftn eHia$r have been 

1 ·while in John 5 2 the curative power was due to an angel, in this case 
the apparent cause is not seen. We must 1)robably look for the explanation to 
Zemzem. 

2 Also Luke 11 26. 

s Hens and chickens represent bad spirits. 
4 A custom which is becoming gradually less frequent. 
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mentioned; Siloam and the bath of Sitti Mariam 1- especially the 
first-are renowned for their help in cas~s of sterility in women.2 In 
fever one resorts to bathing in 'en imm ed-daradj. Some believe that 
l;[ammam esh-shifa cures certain skin eruptions. For the same reason 
we find that:' 

(a) Offerings are brought in some cases to the guardian spirit.3 
(b) No unclean person (especially a wonian) should approach such 

a spring, which is the abode of a holy spirit (probably that of 
a former deity). 4 

(c) Prayers are offered and incense burned on some occasions." 
(d) In 'en esh-shekh Yi'tsif, 6 which is haunted by the spirit of that 

shekh, one may even hear $alah u bakhkhf1r, ii .-Jot djumhirr, 
"prayers and incense and the voice of a gathering." 1 

A final observation has still to be made. The periodicity of several 
manifestations connected with the springs is very striking. The waters 
of Zemzem mix once a year with those of 1.lammfim 'ashi'tra and of 
Siloam. The lady of 'en es-sultan has her menstrual flow once a 
year. St. Mary causes the above mentioned miraculous sign of Bir 
'ona only on her anniversary. A spring in Nablus stops its flow once 
a week on Sundays, as it is inhabited by a monk, who must fulfil his 
religious duties on this day. In some periodical springs battles and 
victories take place regularly and periodically between good and bad 
spirits. 

All the spirits inhabiting waters are' known by the collective name 
el-'afarit. Of cource saints and welis do not come under this heading. 
Sometimes the word ra$ad, pl. ir$'ucle s is used. But this expression 

1 They take their bath in the djurn (stone basin) in which it is supposed that 
the Virgin Mary took a bath. 

2 Such a woman has to take with her seven mashakhil! (see Canaan, Aber
.9laube), seven keys of doors which open to the south, and seven cups of water, 
each from e different cistern, where at ~o time of the day do the rays of the sun 
shine over its opening (l;lusun R.). 

a To I;Iammam sitti Mariam candles, flowers, etc. are vowed (l;lusun R. and 
Imm. Djordj). To others oil lamps are lighted. 

4 Examples of this have already been mentioned. 
5 Of. what has been said about 'En Djifnah. 
6 To the north of Ramallah, 
1 +iab of Ramallah. 
e ·waters which run from places where hidden riches are to he found, are 

g_uarded by a ra!Jad. 
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stands also for other sorts of demons. An inhabited source is called 
inaskune or marsfulf,. 

At the close of this paper I have still to mention that not all 
statements one hears from different persons about on and the same 
spring correspond. But the fundamental idea, which is the basis of 
their belief, is as sound as any other one we meet with in Palestinian 
demonology. 

The following is an analysis of the one hundred and twenty in
habited springs which I have noted: 

In 24 cases the spirits are good. 

" 
15 

" 
35 

" 
54 

" 
29 

" 
25 

" 
14 

" 
7 

" 
5 

" 
" 
" 
" 
" 

" 

" 

" 

4 of them are Christians saints. 
29 are Mohammedan wdis.1 
very bad spirits are met with. 
we encounter brides and young women.2-
the demons take a female shape. 
the djinn in animal forms are met with. 
several spirits live in one source. 
6 times two antigonastic spirits haunt the same water. 
19 times, more than two live together; 
the colour black is specified, and in 6 other springs 
one of the inhabiting spirits is black, while the other 
one is white; 
a cock, a hen, or a hen with her chickenf) guards the 
water; 
a camel, 

.,, 8 ,, one or more sheep; 
,, 9 ,, the shapes which the cljinn take are not specified. 

In the 'iun el-bw;r the form is also not given. 

The following is a list of eighty eight of the inhabited springs.3 

I. Springs inhabtied by good spirits: 
1. By Welis, Shekhs and Mohammedan saints: 

Bir es-sa}:iar Der 'rarif W eli Shu'eb. 4 

En el-Bire el Bire Shekh. 

1 One of these springs is inhabited by an angel.. 
2 The Virgin Mary and es-sitt Mu'minah, as well as a black woman are not 

added to this number. 
a Some of these springs are mentioned in Canaan, Aberglaube iiiul Vollcsmedizin. 
4 For further details see Canaan l. c. 
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Bir Ayftb 
Bir Sindjil 
Bir Sindjil 
'En Qina 
'En esh-shekh Yusif 
'En el-l).adjar 
'En Djakfak 
'En el-amir 
'En Ma~iun 

2. Christian Saints: 
'En er-Rahib 
'En Karim 
Bir 'ona 
'En Kibirian 

Siloam 
Sindjil 
Sindjil 
Qin a 
N. of Ramall£th 
Der Ghassfrne 
E. of en-nabi $amwil 
E. of en-nabi $amwil 
Ramallah 

Nablus 
'En Karim 
Bet-djala 
W. of Bet-djala 

..E:Iammam sitti Mariam Jerusalem 

en-nabi Ayfab. 
esh-shekh $ftlih. 
en-nabi Yusif. 
el-weli Abf1 el'enen.1 
esh-shekh Y usif. 
es-sitt Mu'minah.2 
Weli. 
$ullal.1 and Awlia. 
An angel. 

Monk, 3 
The Virgin Mary. 
The Virgin Mary.2 
St. Gabrianus. 
The Virgin Mary. 4 

II. Springs inhabited by very bad spirits: 

A spring in wadi .Beni ];lam mad 
'En ];lasban . 

'En Djarifat 
'En Flefle 
'En el-'araq 
Bir Sridah . 
'En el-I_Iadjar 
Bir abu Sarris 
A spring Qarus 
( En in wadi Ed-djai 
'En 'Abba.sin 

Wadi Beni ];lammad 
Transjor dania 
Der Diwuan 
Bir Zet 
Bir Zet 
Der Ghassane 
Der Ghassane 
Der Ballut 
Kefr Tut 

·Ghul.s 
Ghul[,. 5 

'Abdc. 
'Abel. 
'Abele. 
'Abd. 
1.liarid. 
Shetan. 
Shetan. 

Der Diwan Mariel. 
between Battir and I_Iusan 'Abel. 

1 'l.'his weli, it is said, does not always l)rotect his property in the right way. 
Once a peasant, who was disappointed by this saint , offered him an oil lamp 
and vowed: "0, weli, if you do not protect your lamp this time I shall never offer 
you anything more". Next morning the peasant found near the spring a dead wolf 
with the lamp in his mouth. This, of course, was a sufficient proof that the 
saint had exercised his power. 

2 Inhabited at times by a bad spirit; see seet. V. The bad spirits appear very 
seldom. 

3 Imm. Elias H.-from Jerusalem. 
' '!'here is no spring in the bath. The belief about St Mary I heard only 

from one person. 
5 J aussen, Coutitnies des Arabes. 
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III. Springs inhabited by bad spirits (less harmful than the last group). 

'En abu'l-karzam Rf~mallah Black dog. 
'En MisMl;i. Ramallah Camel. 
Bir esh-Shami Bet-Iksa Camel. 
'En es Sef el-Waladje Donkey.1 
'En Silwan Siloam Formerly inhabited by a camel. 
'En en-nasb{· Ramallah Camels. 
'Birket I:Iadjia Jerusalem Rw;ad, who devours a victim every year. 

IV. Springs inhabited by brides and young women : 

En es-sitt I:Iasna Es-sifl.a.3 'En el-qabft el-Qabft. 
'En el-Qa1;,r Ramallah. 'En 'Atan 'Atan. 
'En el-Loze Ramallah. 'En Farrftdje Solomon's Pools. 
'En Tarfida 

A 

Rftmallah. 'En l;fammam Bir Zet. 4 

'En Mindjid Ramallah. 'En Dab bagha Bir Zet. 
'En Mizrab Ramallah. 'En es-Sultan Jericho. s 
'En el-Hanniye el-l;[anniye. 'En }.Iantash N W. ofBet-djrtla. 
'En el-Waladje el-W aladje. 'En Djifna Djifna. 4 

'En Rattu· Battir. 'En Kafriye Ramallah. 
'En Harrftshe 

A 

Mazra'a gharbiye. 'En Milke near .Bet l;[anina. 
'En el-Baqftm Kefr Tut. 'En abu Ziad near Bet J;[anina. 
'En el-Qas'a NE. of el-Bire. 'En el-Djoz Ramallab. 
Bir abft S'hel Der Ghassane. 'En-el-malha el-Mall;ia.6 

V. Springs guarded by several spirits: 
I. By two antagonistic spirits: 

'En ed-Djoz Ramallah White and a black sheep. 
'En Artf,$ ArtfLs "\Vhite and a black sheep. 
'En Fawa,r E. of Jerusalem White and a black sheep. 
'En Fawar E. of Jerusalem Free man and a negro. 
Bir 'ona Bet-djfLla St. · Mary and at times an 

'En el-I;Iadjar 

I Lie. Kahle, P. J. 

'Abd. 
Der Ghassane es-Sitt Mu' minah and at the 

some time a llfarid. 

2 The female saints, two negresses and one gliule are not mentioned in this list. 
3 Lie. Kahle, P. J. 
4 The peculiarity about this spring was mentioned in the text. 
5 Has once a year her menstrual period. 
6 She wears an i?ar. 
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2. By several spirits: 
'En Ma' fm Ma 'fm 
Tiberias 
· En el-l;lalazon 
'En en-N af;lbe 
'En Djariut 
'En Sftbfmah 
'En Hidcliye 

'En Djami 

'EAn D" ~ Jenan 
'En Lifta 
'En Silwan 

Tiberias 
near Bir Zet 
Rf1mallf1h 
Der Diwan 
Der Ghassane 
between Hf1san 

and Battir 
near Battir 

Betfmia 
Lifta 
Silo am 

Bir Haile Der Ghassane 
'En el-Farkha wid-dik Salt 

Djinn. 
Djinn who heat the wells. 
]'lock of sheep. 
Camels. 
A djinn marriage procession. 
The family of Za' rurah. 

Djinn. 
Djinn who carry fuel to the 

springs of Tiberias. 
Hen with her chickens. 
Hen with her chickens.-
Hen with her chickens (for

merly by a camel). 
Hen with her chickens. 
Young hen and a cock. 1 

VI. Springs which have not been mentioned: 

'En 'Acljab 
'En Qashqale 
Bir el-I_Iummus 
'En ec1-djib 
'En el-Farf1me 
'En 1;1al1:ml 
El 'Audja 
'En Surik 
'En el-Wihra 
'En Marde 
'En $oba 
En Abu Niaq 

1 Imm Elias H. 

el-Qubebe 
Hebron 
Hebron 
ecl-Djib 
Bir Zet 
near Hebron 
N. of Jericho 
Bet Surik 
Kefr Tut 
Marde 
$oba 
Der Ghassane 

2 Has a curative action in supression of urine. 

White cock. 
Cock. 
Ram. 
Ram. 
Ram. 
Ram. 
Gazelle. 
Mouse. 
Monkey.2 
Serpent. 
'en "/:tCt$1'. 2 

'en ?ict:91 .. 2 




